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Thank you Anna, for the opportunity to speak to you on a topic that can be both fascinating and rewarding when some small money & a lot of goodwill come together…
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Buildings are also Habitats…
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I have decided to look at the Biodiversity elements to Traditional Farm Buildings in terms of what habitats you might expect to find associated with these buildings and their adjoining land uses and from there we will look at some of the key species we are targeting to try to get better outcomes for the Natural Environment. In general terms we talk about habitats as being living (biotic) or non-living (abiotic)….So, here we go…..



Habitats (Living)

Living Habitats:

Hedgerows

Trees / scrub

Grassland / meadow

Ponds
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Biotic or living habitats are those habitats that are adjoining these Traditional Farm Buildings, in many cases traditional outhouses; storehouses etc, are set close to the farm house and may have little or even none of the listed habitats here, but others may have a rich collection of native trees / hedgerows or perhaps an un managed grass verge…



Hedgerows (& verges).
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Ireland’s landscape is cantered around land division identified in the main by an extensive system of native hedgerows, many of them can be dated several hundred of years old and as we have now an impoverished native woodland cover, we depend significantly on hedgerows to fill that gap to support woodland birds, insects and flowers.Hedgerows and their verges can have significantly more diversity as they tend to be areas less managed in terms of herbicides & fertilizers, therefore traditional farmland plants can often survive here and therefore the insects & birds which depend upon them also…Lastly, hedgerows adjoining buildings are of particular importance to species such as bats who will use them for cover to avoid predation from hawks and owls.



Trees & woodlands
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In terms of added value to biodiversity, this can be a hit and miss affair, as a rule of thumb, native deciduous trees are always best choice, have a look around what is in landscape – these species usually thrive best and support a great number of native species. Similar to hedgerows in al aspects they are of particular importance in supporting a host of fauna & flora, as well as providing a range of ecosystem services to these species, from hosting food & prey sources to linking other populations for sharing DNA.Other benefits of having small coppices is the availability of sustainable fuel source and even the raw material for some building repairs.There is alas a flip-side to trees adjoining buildings and that is the fear of tree fall onto the building with storm forces expected to increase with Climate Change. They can also be a seed source if buildings are not maintained properly. 



Grassland (& Meadows)
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It’s hard to think of any building that is far from some grassland or meadow in Ireland, grass is always referred to as our national crop. Species rich grasslands are however rare & becoming rarer. Grasslands are defined by ecologists in terms of acidity and acid soils are represented by different species to those on lime rich soils, but both have an abundance of species and colour and of course pollinators associated with them..  For added value to any property you can always add your site to The National Pollinator Plan, this plan has a variety of actions you can do or indeed stop doing to leave space for nature.



Ponds (Farm Ponds)
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Although now a scarce habitat on or around farm holdings, ponds would have traditionally been used to water livestock & horses as well as an area for duck to use, all with the added value of being a asset if fire broke out in the adjoining hayloft from a careless pipe…Below the waterline there are a host of submerged species, all of which add to the biodiversity richness and again as always provide food & prey for other supported wildlife, of these Damsel & Dragonflies are possibly the most striking and a particular favourite of mine…



Habitats (Non-Living)

Non Living Habitats:

Buildings

Walls

Wooden Structures

Artificial 
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This is where Traditional Farm Buildings come into their own as a Biodiversity resource, many of the large species are well known to farmers and owners….others perhaps less so.Today I have broken down the habitats into the principal construction elements, with each adding to the overall richness that they contribute to in terms of wildlife…



Buildings (Traditional Farm)
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So again here we are directing our attention to Traditional Farm Buildings, while excluding what Farm residences will offer. To all wildlife that readily associate with these structures, buildings are just modified rock outcrops; caves or cavities.The Barn Swallow, our native swallow, has over generations moved from cave openings and rock recesses to take up the safety offered by farm outhouses & stables, these buildings are far superior in that the farm activities associated with animal husbandry supply rich feeding in the form of flies for developing chicks throughout the year.The more gentle methods of farming in the past allowed for Barn Owls too to utilise these buildings and found the abundant supply of rodents associated with the animal feed, too tempting and so they too moved from tree cavities to barns and attics.Other notable barn bird species include the Stock Dove & Tree Sparrow.



Walls (Stone)
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Traditionally, we tend to think of the dry stone walls of the west of Ireland, which replaced the hedgerows of the more fertile lands further East, however, there are many good examples of dry-stone walls anywhere that soils are thin, in our uplands and some coastal communities.Species that seek out these habitats are usually moving from similar natural habitats such as stone scree or other rock outcrops, where they found solas from the elements and predation. These species have over thousands of years, worked out that extra heat can be had especially on a South facing wall out of the sharp winds of March & October and with patience & luck you may find basking butterflies or even a lizard taking the advantage on offer.



Wooden structures
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While generally rare in an Irish Traditional farm context, they do exist from place to place, often associated with larger estates, these structures can be a haven for many especially flora species as the natural order is for fungi & lichens to slowly break them down over time. As buildings can be seen as compensatory habitat for stone habitats, wooden structures can be seen as compensatory habitat for trees…The further West or indeed the higher you go in altitude, in many ways the cooler and wetter the climate the richer the associated flora on these structures unless they have been treated with preservatives to halt this natural process.Despite the rare nature of wooden structures, most farms will have extensive wooden posts on farm, these too are hosts to a myriad of  mosses, lichens and fungi.



Habitats (Artificial)
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Traditionally, artificial habitats bring to mind bird and bat boxes, which not too many years ago, where fairly standard in size and design, now we have a bewildering choice to pick from, in my experience you tend to get what you pay for but in general the less complicated it is the better.There are now significant successes with Barn Owl boxes, sited in known owl habitat, care must be taken to ensure owls don’t move from safe sites to more vulnerable sites. Not just for birds & bats now, there are many great examples of insect boxes from small ladybird boxes to “pallet sized” Bug Hotels.



Invasive Species
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Invasive species are a relatively common feature in our landscape today, over the last few hundred years there have been many examples of where people introduced new marvel species to brighten up dull and damp corners of the Irish countryside. On occasion these now invasive species jumped the garden fence or wall to establish freely across the farm. Probably the most common species found in the Irish farm context are Japanese Knotweed – a virile species that can establish from short cuttings so when hedgerow flaying this plant runs along our roadsides out-competing our native flora. In a similar way, but more associated with waterways is Himalayan Balsam, with flowers much loved by our native bees, this species can have detrimental effects on riverside banks as it dies back in winter, thus exposing it to severe erosion and soil loss.



Míle Buíochas..

www.farmingfornature.ie/awards/nomination
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Thank you so much for your attention….Finally, finally…can I draw your attention to Farming for Nature Awards 2019, nominations are now open. The purpose of this award is to share positive stories of how farming and nature can work hand-in-hand with the hope of creating new role models for sustainable farming across Ireland. 

http://www.farmingfornature.ie/awards/nomination
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